






















































Offices of Miller, Catlin, Miller
March 30, 2021

Agendas on Consent Calendar
Items 7 thru 11

Tract Map 367852 Ultimate destruction of California as we knew it

This is another attack on French Valley and the few Open Spaces and Fields with Native Species
remaining in Riverside County. Menifee is at Capacity with 100,000 people and more planned. Murrieta
is at capacity with 150,000 and thousands more planned. Temecula is planning more apartments.
The 1-215 an3 1-15 are at capacity and no matter how many Capital unimprovements that you design,
they won't alleviate the problem. These apartments and houses will never be ready for the problems at
the border that people thinking that if we allow immigrants in, they will vote for the party allowing them
in. Doesn't happen. So don't build and they won't come. We can do Peace keeping and Organizing for
Food, Clothing, Shelter, Safety, Water in their Nations.

I have to look up all of these projects if possible, and respeak or if I didn't know about them, then,
address their removal of flood plains, their increase of traffic, their overfilling schools, over crowded
waiting list after school programs, their Green house gas increase. There are never blue skies, here, any
more. Today is a low visibility gaseous, poor breathing condition. Then, we just experienced rageous
winds in the Mecca, Palm Springs area. Placing generator band aids won't work if the dwellings are torn
to bits like the Mid South just experienced.

The map indicates that there are 5 different projects going in same bounded area between La
Ventana and Wicker Roads. Just criminally insane to allow all those developers to infect the Quality of
Life of Riverside County with more housing. It won't be possible to get home in the evening in
reasonable time. We don't even have long charge and long life batteries for electric cars and proper
train connections and yet you are going to allow more people in this County as the desert creeps further
and further in. and look what kind of people: Off Road Earth Destroyers, people that didn't pay
attention to their fine teachers and now human traffic, or people so worried about weapons rights they
cause accidents with firearms or police so nervous they shoot first and ask later. Hardly an hour goes by
without bad car accidents. This is Siren County.

Then, agenda item 12 on consent indicates the same non essential construction of apartments and
houses. This is in Winchester area and Tract Map 36288. You actually found another open field on
Domenigoni Freeway? And you allowed it to be sold to a developer. Please, leave it alone. It is too
much an essential part of absorbing the disturbing triple digit heat that we have been experienced for
2020 and providing a Cycle of moisture evaporating from the vegetation and returning as rain
eventually. Without these Fields we will experience more and more drought. And the rest of
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Winchester is farmers and better stay that way. We have too many buildings in the Hemet area and too
much accompanying crime.

I didn't even hear you call the Consent calendar. If not, don't bring these items up for approval and
tell the developer, Riverside County couldn't hold another project or it will sink or in this case over heat
with ensuing winds and fires. May The Great Spirit direct your firmness against more construction in
Riverside County.

It is so essential that you explain to the developers that traffic doesn't move, water is drained,
concrete is disturbing the soil and sand and creating hot thermal winds that are carrying away the
fine particulate matter into the lungs of children and adults of Riverside County creating sick days and
dusting up our possessions.




